Pottery and other Archaeological Material from the Collection of
Mr Richard Landy of Stilton, Cambridgeshire
By
Stephen Upex MIfA. FSA.

The collection of material held by Richard Landy at Stilton is of considerable
archaeological importance and interest. The collection consists largely of Roman pottery,
including several complete vessels and others which are near complete. The collection
also includes some Roman glass, beads, and coins and a small collection of quern stones.
All of the material comes from the area within Stilton parish in North Cambridgeshire.
The parish lies on a mixed geology of clays to the west and then extends out into
the fenland with silts and peats to the east and has until recently been of little
archaeological interest. However, the intervention of Wessex Archaeology and the
making of the Time Team programme on an area to the east of the village and the
subsequent printed report on the findings in 2006 has renewed interest in the area. There
is evidence from air photographs and chance finds of prehistoric occupation from the
Neolithic up the late Iron Age. In fact Richard Landy possesses an impressive collection
of pottery and flint artefacts from this period which is outside the scope of this present
report. The Roman Ermine Street passes through the village forming the high street to the
later medieval village and Roman occupation along the fen edge and over the higher
ground within the parish is extensive. The collection of pottery described within this
report reflects the settlements within the parish but the presence of Roman pottery and
tile kilns to the east of the village signify something even more important to our
understanding of the regional archaeology of the area. The pottery which appears to come
from the known Stilton kiln sites appears to represent a significant pottery production
centre – a sub branch of the main commercial production which was taking place within
the Nene valley. This production extended from Stibbington, through the areas of Castor
and Water Newton and out to the fen edge at Stanground. The chance to study the forms
and fabrics of the Stilton pottery is thus a significant step forward in our understanding of
local pottery production entre in the Roman period, especially as Stilton type wares seem
to represent products from a major new production group of kilns and the fact that this
production is being used at the hundreds of Roman farmsteads which are known to have
existed across the fenland.
The significance of the collection comes therefore from two aspects. First, the
entire collection has been recovered from within the parish of Stilton, where finds spots
and contexts have been recorded. The collection thus gives a very clear view of the early
archaeological background to the parish.
Second, the collection gives a chance for the study of a little known area of Nene
valley production centre. Although the collection under review does contain products
from the main production centre around the Roman town of Durobrivae, what makes this
collection of particular significance is the fact that it consists mainly of local ‘Stilton’
products with a distinctive fabric and finish to the vessels which has not been previously
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studied in any depth. In addition some vessel forms seem to be distinctively ‘local’ such
as the numbers of so-called cheese presses.
Considering the details and contexts from which the archaeological assemblage was
recovered and the considerable information that could be gained by a full study of the
Roman pottery assemblage, I would recommend that the collection as a whole be
considered from various aspects. First it is important that the collection is kept together
and that this catalogue now acts as an introduction to the future study of the material. It
would be useful for the academic study of the collection if some part of this report could
be published in one of the local journals such as the Proceedings of the Cambridge
Antiquarian Society. Such publication would bring a much wider understanding both to
the collection but also to the future study of the parish, the area and the pottery
production that was clearly taking place here.
The whole collection could form the focus of a local museum display related to the
history and archaeology of the parish, providing a small visitor attraction and significant
local educational resource. Such a resource would allow easy access for academic study
but also keep the material within the parish and accessible for local interest.
What now follows is a catalogue of the most significant material within the
collection. There are sherds of pottery and objects which have not been described here
due to their small size or their replication of sherds, vessels of objects which are better
represented within the collection.

Samian Pottery
Twenty four fragments of samian pottery are included within the assemblage. All are
either Antonine or late Antonine in date apart from a broken stamp (die3a) of the potter
G. Salarius Aptus which is dated to AD. 50-65 and is South Gaulish (Figure 1). Such a
sherd is important in that it possibly represents some local military connection at a time

Figure 1.
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when the invasion forces were passing through the area, although its importation and
eventual deposition may simply have been much later. The proximity of Stilton to Ermine
Street may be key here to the actual way the vessel came to be deposited. Of the other
sherds within the collection three fit together to form part of a decorated central Gaulish
bowl (form 37) attributed to the potter Doeccusi of late Antonine date.

Coarse Pottery
The catalogue of illustrated coarse pottery is, as far as possible, organised into vessel
groups within the assemblage based on their forms. Each entry has a fabric reference and
colour range of the vessel which was matched with those of the ‘Munsell Soil Color
Charts’ (1971 ed). Such colours are given in a ‘range’ form because the colour of any
vessel’s fabric and surfaces were rarely uniform and often had considerable variation.
The colours below are given in numerical form prefixed by the letters CR .
Colour Ranges
1
2
3
4

weak red
red
light red
(reddish yellow)
(yellowish red)
5 pink
6 pinkish white
7 pinkish grey
8 reddish brown
9 light reddish brown
10 light brown
11 brown
12 dark brown
13 dark reddish brown
14 very pale brown
15 light brownish grey
16 greyish brown
17 dark/very dark
greyish brown
18 light grey
19 light grey/grey
20 grey
21 dark grey
22 very dark grey
23 light olive grey
24 light blue grey
25 dark greenish grey
26 white
27 yellow
28 black/reddish black

10R4/4, 2.5YR4/2.
10R4/6, 2.5YR5/6, 2.5YR5/8.
10R6/6, 2.5YR6/6, 2.5YR6/8.
5YR5/6, 5YR6/6, 5YR6/8, 5YR7/6.
5YR7/8, 7.5YR6/8, 7.5YR7.6, 7.5YR7/8, 7.5YR8/6.
5YR7/4, 5YR8/4, 7.5YR7/4, 7.5YR8/4.
5YR8/2, 7.5YR8/2.
5YR6/2, 5YR7.2, 7.5YR6/2, 7.5YR7/2.
2.5YR4/4, 2.5YR5/4, 5YR4/3, 5YR4/4, 5YR5/3, 5YR5/4.
2.5YR6/4, 5YR6/4.
7.5YR6/4.
2.5YR5/2, 7.5YR5/2, 7.5YR5/3, 7.5YR5/4, 10YR5/3.
7.5YR3/2, 10YR4/3.
5YR2.5/2, 5YR3/1.
10YR7/3, 10YR7/4, 10YR8/3, 10YR8/4.
2.5YR6/2, 10YR6/2.
10YR5/2, 2.5Y5/2
10YR3/2, 10YR4/2, 2.5Y3/2, 2.5Y4/2.
5YR7/1, 7.5YR7/0, 10YR7/1, 10YR7/2, 2.5Y7/2, N7.
5YR6/1, 10YR6/1, N6, 5Y6/1.
10YR5/1, 5Y5/1, N5.
10YR4/1, 5Y4/1, N4.
5YR3/1, 10YR3/1.
5Y6/2.
5B7/1.
5BG4/1.
5YR8/1, 7.5YR7/0, 10YR8/1, 10YR8/2, 2.5Y8/2.
10YR7/6, 10YR8/6.
10R.2.5/1, 2.5YRN2.5/0, 5YR2.5/1, 10YR2.5/1, 2.5YN2.5/0, 5Y2.5/1, 5Y2.5/2.

otation
1. Where a number of different colours occur arbitrarily on the same vessel, the ranges are linked with a + (eg 10+24).
2. Where the core varies from the surface the colours are separated by a / (eg 18/14/18). In these cases, the internal surface
colour is given first, then the core, then the external surface. The colours of the surfaces can vary (eg 18/14/22).
3. Where there is a ‘sandwich’ core, the colour(s) of this are separated from the surface by a // (eg 21//11/19/11//21).
4. Where the colour of a vessel is uniform except for just one surface, a hyphen is used (eg 3-14). Sooting is not treated as a
colour.
5. If the surface of a vessel has different coloured zones or areas, these are distinguished by a comma followed by text
(e.g. 18/5/18,21 patches).
6. Colour ranges are not given for non-local wares which are described separately or adequately elsewhere.
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Fabrics
PST = Prehistoric shell tempered ware
LIAGW= Late Iron Age Grey Ware with fine shell tempering
LIASGW = Late Iron Age Shell Gritted Ware
RGTW = Roman Grog Tempered Ware
RSGW = Roman Shell Gritted Ware
LNVGW = Lower Nene Valley Grey Ware
LNVCCW = Lower Nene Valley Colour Coated Ware
LNVCWW = Lower Nene Valley Cream /White Wares
LNVSCOW= Lower Nene Valley Self Coloured/Oxidised Wares
SAMIAN = samian
OXRW = Oxford Red Ware
OWW= Oxforshire White Ware
Fabric 1= Crisp, hard fired pink/orange surfaces with grey core.
Similar to fabric 12 from Lynch Farm , (LF2) – see Upex forthcoming
Fabric 2= Crisp, hard orange/brown to pink finish with grey fine fabric with some sand. Oxidised.
(See ‘ware 1’, Dannel and Wild 1987, Table VII)
Fabric 3= Crisp, hard grey/ orange-brown, self fired finish with grey core and with a slightly sandy finish. Fired in an oxidised
atmosphere. Similar to Fabric 14 from Bretton (see Upex 2011A)
Fabric 4= Very hard, crisp fired and oxidise exterior and interior, with a grey core.

Prehistoric and First Century pottery. Figure 1. nos 1- 3.
1. PST. CR16/15/10. A small body sherd of possible Bronze Age pottery with a
decoration consisting of lines and crosses. Some of the lines show a whip-cord
impression. Similar vessel decoration occurs on sherds with a similar fabric from
Fengate, Peterborough (Pryor, 1980, Fig55, 29; Fig. 58, 21) and dated to the
second millennium BC. Similar sherds are also known from various excavations
from Cambridgeshire at places like Pamisford (Pollard 2002, Fig. 9, 103).
However, the find of a single sherd from Stilton is problematic and sherds of Iron
Age pottery can have the appearance of whip cording and a fabric not dissimilar
to the piece under discussion (see Kenney and Lyons 2011, Fig. 8, 18).
2. LIAGW. CR22/21/22. A rim sherd of late Iron Age pottery with a finger
impressed decoration below the rim. The form of the rim is of a typical late Iron
Age form (see Evens et al. 2007, Fig 10; Perrin 1996, Fig. 80, 1-3; Rollo and
Wild 2001, Fig.32, 1, 7-8; Upex, forthcoming Fig 80, 1-2)) and the exterior and
interior shows considerable burnishing. Finger impressed decoration is not
common, with scoring into the wet clay being a more widespread practice.
However, similar decoration to the Stilton sherd is found on pottery from
Wendlebury Ring (Cambs), where nine vessels had fingertip or fingernail
impressions just below the shoulder (Webley 2005, Figs 2-3, nos 11- 12 and 20).
Various vessels, commonly jars, also have a similar decoration from Skeleton
Green (Herts) (Partridge, 1981, Fig. 130, nos. 47-56).
3. Fabric 1. CRA9/18/9. Rim sherd of a first century beaker or bowl. The vessel is
similar to bowls or beakers in a similar fabric (Fabric 12) from the site at Lynch
Farm (LF2), Orton Longueville (see Upex, forthcoming, Fig. 80, 5-6) which are
also matched by vessel nos. 40 (a & b), 41 and 43 from Longthorpe (Dannell
1987, fig. 40). Some of the LF2 vessels have native forms, numbers 8 and 22 for
example are matched by similar forms at Longthorpe, the native forms also
include butt and girth beakers (nos. 23) which again are matched at Longthorpe
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Figure 2. Vessels 1-11
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(Dannell 1987, fig. 39, 15, & 16a) and were also found within the Longthorpe fortress
itself (Wilson, 1974, Fig 52, 39-47). Datable to the first half of the first century AD.
Roman Jars.

Pottery drawings nos. 4-16

4. LNVGW. CR21/18/21. A wide mouthed jar with burnished wavy line decoration
on the upper shoulder below the rim and with a grooved neck (Fig. 3). Jars of this
form were made from the late first to the late third centuries in grey ware forms
and also made in vast quantities at the kiln sites at places like Waternewton,
Sibson and Stibbington (Howe et al. 1982, Fig. 1, 3-4; Hartley 1960 Fig 3, 4).
However, Perrin (1999, Fig 56, nos 19-20) argues that vessels with a wavy line
decoration are probably best dated to the second half of the second century.

Figure 3. Jars nos. 4 & 5
5. LNVGW. CR 21/18/21. A larger version of 4 above but without the decoration probably of a similar date or third century with the same fabric and exterior
finishes (Fig. 3). These wide mouthed jars were copied in LNVCCW when
production of LNVGW ceased (see Perrin 1999, Fig 57, no 41).
6. LNVGW. CR20/18/20. A very wide mouthed and rather squat jar in a fabric
which contains amounts of sand and probably produced outside of the main Nene
valley production centre (Fig. 4). Thus it is likely to be a local ‘fen edge’ product
from the kilns around Stilton. Jars of this form are not common, but the numbers
of jars which survive where the full profiles can be described are comparatively
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few, so this may be more common than the published accounts would suggest.
The rim form is not easily recognisable and where it is seen is almost always on
RSGW bowls or jars and of third and fourth century date (see Perrin 1999, Fig 72.
no 474). However, the fabric and finish of the vessel would suggest a date in the
second or early third century and approaches the style of the third century vessel
shown in Howe et al.(1982, Fig. 1, no 8).

Figure 4. Jar no. 6.

7. LNVGW. CR22/18/22. A tall, wide mouthed jar in a crisp hard fabric. Jars of this
type illustrate the great range of product forms that were being produced, with this
being presumably a variation on a theme of the wide mouthed jar which is seen in
its standard form in number 5 (above) and in its squat form in 6 (above). The form
of this vessel is similar to that shown by Howe et al. (1982, Fig 1, no 7) where a
date in the third century is given. This vessel, although having much thinner
walls, would fit well into this date range.
8. LNVCCW. CR20/18/20. A wide mouthed jar but with the rim missing and with
some restoration to the shoulder and upper part of the surviving vessel. Very
typical of the range of smaller wide mouthed jars in grey ware that were being
produced within the lower Nene valley during the late second and early third
centuries. The grooved necks are a particularly common feature of this form of
vessel.
9. LNVSCOW. CR8/8/10+14. A small jar (Fig. 5) and in a form that is typical of
products made during the 2nd and 3rd centuries (see Perrin 1999. Fig 57. Nos 50-
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56 & Fig 66, nos. 322-325). However, most of these products are in LNVGW or
LNVCW fabrics and finishes but this vessel was self coloured in a slightly
oxidising atmosphere. The fabric is hard and well fired. Such finishes on local
vessels are not common and are only poorly understood at present and it may be
that this vessel from Stilton represents not only a local product but some form of
transition from grey ware manufacture to the true colour coated industry.

Figure 5. jar no 9
10. LNVSCOW. CR8/8/10+14. A similar vessel to 9 above with slightly thicker
walls.
11. LNVSCOW. CR8/8/10+14. A similar vessel to 9 & 10 above.
12. LNVSCOW. CR8/8/10+14. A similar vessel to 9-11 above but with a fractionally
narrower neck. *It is tempting to think that vessels 9-12 , which all have identical
colouration come from the same firing and thus represent the products of a local
kiln.
13. LNVCCW. CR11/18/8. A jar in a typical Nene valley colour coated fabric and
finish. Such jars are typical of production in the late third and early fourth
centuries in kilns centred around Stibbington and this vessel could easily come
from one of these kilns (see Howe et al. 1982, Fig7, nos 75-77; Perrin, 2998,
Illus.16, nos 11-14).
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Figure 6. Vessels 12-31
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14. Fabric 2. CR28/20/1+6. The rim of a jar or bowl in a fabric that is similar to
‘Ware 1’ from the Longthorpe military works depot at Longthorpe (Dannell and
Wild 1987, Table VII). The oxidised firing has produced a crisp, hard finish. Not
enough of the vessel survives to make an accurate comment about the form of the
vessel but it may be similar to the necked jars with an overhanging moulded
shoulder found at Longthorpe (Dannell and Wild, 1987, Fig 42, nos 84a-c) and
the range of similar types of vessel with evert rims, from the Longthorpe fortress
(Wilson, 1974, Figs 52-53).
15. RSGW. CR8/18/8 A large shell gritted jar with some limestone and flint grit
within the fabric. Very few jars of this type come from fourth century layers
within the Nene valley but the range of such large jars appears typically to extend
from the first and into the late third century. The range of rim forms is extensive
(see those from Barnwell, Northants – Upex, Forthcoming A, no 100-111: also
Perrin 1999, Fig. 70, nos. 429-445)).
16. RSGW. CR8 (throughout) The rim from a large jar with a ‘frilled’ decoration
around the lower rim where the clay has been impressed with a finger nail. A
similar example, dated to after c375 comes from Orton Hall Farm (Perrin 1996,
Fig 104, no 583) and the Stilton vessel would easily fall into this date range. A
second rim (un-illustrated) from a similar vessel, but in a slightly more open
fabric, also comes from the collection.
Dishes. Fig 2, nos17-31
17. LNVGW. CR 22/18/22. An undecorated dish with a triangular rim. The
development of dishes in grey ware is poorly understood at present but it looks as
if those vessels with triangular rims are earlier than those with more rounded rims,
the change-over coming during the middle of the second half of the second
century. Thus this vessel is probably dated to somewhere between c. AD. 100 –
175.

Figure 7. Dish no. 18
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18. LNVGW. CR19/18/19. A similar dish to 18 above, although with a thicker wall
and a lighter finish (Fig. 7). The fabric of this dish is also more sandy, as too is the
feel of the finish. This point may reflect the area of production as being more
local to Stilton than vessels 17-18 (above) which would fit well with being
produced within the main Nene valley production centres (see Upex 2008, 90-93).
This vessel may come from the same group of kilns as vessel 6 (above).
19. LNVGW. CR22/18/22. A large deep dish. A similar vessel comes from
excavations at Chesterton (Perrin 1999, Fig 59, no 102) and was dated to the 3rd
century.
20. – 26 . LNVGW. All with CR21/18/21. These rim sherds show the variation of
this form of dish with the earlier examples with more triangular rim (no. 22) to
what are considered to be the later forms of the rim which are more rounded (no.
26). The group shows the great range and development of this form of vessel in
LNVGW with a gradual development to a more standardised product by the early
3rd century, where the forms were carried on by the rise of the colour coated
industry.
27. LNVCCW. CR9/7/9. A colour coated dish with the same style of form as 17-26
(above) - the colour coat has been severely abraded on this sherd and has almost
worn off. Vessels with this form and in LNVCC fabrics and finishes show a
progression from the earlier LNVGW products. The rims and walls of the vessels
become slightly more angular to the base of the vessels as time moves on until the
form becomes more like that shown in vessel no. 40 (below). This sherd is best
seen as datable to the second or third century (see Perrin 1999. Fig 64, nos 252254).
28. LNVGW. CR21/18/21. A shallow dish with a grooved or beaded rim and with a
slight chamfer at the junction between the base and the wall of the vessel (Fig. 9).
These vessels forms become the most common form of dish in the 3rd century and
were made at the Sibson and Stibbington production areas (Howe, et al. 1982,
Fig. 2, 19). Vessels like this were first made during the later 2nd century and
continued to be made until the end of the 4th century- when most were on LNVCC
fabrics and finishes. This dish, with its beaded rim and basal chamfer, probably
fits into the period of the early production for this type of dish (see Perrin 1999,
Fig 58, nos. 84-5) and has similarities with dishes produced at the Sulehay kiln
which is dated to the years just before A.D. c. 150 (Hadman and Upex, 1975, 1618).
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Figure 8. Vessels 32-51
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Figure 9. Dish 28
29. LNVGW. CR21/18/21. A shallow dish, similar to but slightly larger than 28
(above) and probably of a similar date.
30. LNVGW. CR20/18/20. A shallow dish without grooves and with a plain rim
which probably falls into the later period of production of this form of vessel and
can be dated to the late third and early part of the 4th century. This comment can
be based on its fabric, which is similar to the production sites around Sibson and
Chesterton. However, vessels of this form in LNVGW were being produced well
into the fourth century at sites such as Stibbington (Upex, 2008, Fig 17) and come
from deposits dated to after AD c. 375 at Orton Hall Farm, Orton Longueville
(Perrin 1996, Fig. 102, 541).
31. RSGW. CR10/18/10. A large, straight walled dish or bowl with a rim which has a
wavy line etched into the wet clay. There are a number is such vessels from local
sites, most dating to the later centuries of Roman occupation. Such vessels may be
copies of similar vessels from places like Harrold (Beds) (Brown, 1994, 19-107)
but in general terms there were many centres in eastern and southern England
producing such types of vessels (Hartley 1955, Figs. 7, 93; Kenyon, 1934, Fig. 11,
26-7). A vessel from Orton Hall Farm, Orton Longueville has a similar rim but no
decoration and is dated to the period after AD c. 375 (Perrin 1996, Fig. 105, no
605).
Bowls. Fig. 8. Vessels 32-40
32. LNVGW. CR21/20/21. A flanged bowl of a type that was a common product
from local production centres from the late second and through to the late fourth
centuries in both grey wares and later, in colour coated wares. There are early
LNVGW examples from Stanground (Howe et al. 1982, Fig 2 no 18) while at
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Orton Hall Farm, Orton Longueville the type was present in a deposit dated to
before the end of the third century (Perrin 1996) and was also found LNVCCW in
deposits at Great Casterton, dated to after AD c. 375 (Gillam 1951, Fig 9, 35).
Such bowls, along with the dishes described above, must have formed the
‘standard’ table ware of Roman dining during the third and fourth centuries of
occupation. Their numbers appear to increase dramatically as percentages of all
vessels being used on local sites and at Lynch Farm, Orton Longueville represent
34.45% of all vessels used during the mid fourth century (Upex, forthcoming,
Table 10).
33. LNVCCW. CR13/9/13. A small but similar bowl to 32 above but with a colour
coat. The fabric and finish suggest that this is a product from the Stibbington kilns
and dated to the late fourth century (see Perrin 2008, Fig. 19).
34. LNVCWW. CR27/6/27. A small flanged bowl with an over-painted design on the
flange of the vessel. This form, fabric and design fall into the later periods of local
production and similar designs on bowls occur in fourth century deposits at
Barnwell; (Upex forthcoming A. no 77-81; forthcoming B, Fig 87, no 100 and
Howe 1982, Fig. 8. No 99).
35. LNVCWW. CR27/6/27. Similar to 34 (above) but without any painted decoration
and with a more rounded profile. Fourth century.
36. LNCWW. CR27/6/27. Similar but smaller to 35 (above) and of a similar date.
37. Fabric 3. CR16+9/18/16+9. A small flanged bowl in a sandy fabric that may be
representative of production along the fen edge and be linked with the kilns
known in the immediate area of Stilton (see Wessex Arch 2006, 9-10).
Alternatively the fabric could be similar to that from production centres nearer
Cambridge (see Hull and Pullinger, 1999 141-4; Slowikowski and Dawson, 1993,
37-50). Straight sided flanged bowls in any fabric are probably first made in the
late second or early part of the third century (Gillam, 1997, 59-69). However, it is
unclear at present when such production occurred within the lower Nene valley
and in any case flanged bowls in LNVGW are uncommon and in the fabric of this
vessel without parallel at present. Such grey ware and sandy ware fabrics must
have made way for the ubiquitous production of such vessels in LNVCCW from
the late 3rd century onwards. Thus this vessel is difficult to place chronologically
other than to say that the earlier forms that are known are small and have a flang,
like this example, that is not pronounced above the rim. A date within the early to
middle of the third century would seem reasonable for this vessel and would make
it one of the earliest flanged bowls in the lower Nene area and may represent
some form of ‘prototype production’ which was later picked up and expanded
within the main production centres of the Nene valley- a tradition which
continued until the late 4th century at Stibbington (Upex 2008a).
38. OXRW. A product from the Oxfordshire kilns representing an imitation samian
vessel, of form 38. Imitation form 38 are common in both LNVCCW and as
imported products from the Oxford kilns where they occur on local sites in
datable contexts of the late third and early 4th centuries (Upex forthcoming B,
Fig. 87, no 99; Upex, 2011A, no 59; Perrin 1999, Fig. 76, no 534).
39. LNVCCW. CR10/18/10. A bowl with an over-painted decoration in white slip
which is perhaps meant to imitate the rims and walls of samian form 31. This type
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of decoration, painted in arcs around the vessel, is almost entirely confined to this
form. Production seems to range from the late third and through into the late
fourth centuries with the latest pieces coming from the Stibbington kilns (Perrin
2008, Illus. 20, 68-9).
40. LNVCCW. CR17/21/17. A similar vessel to 39 (above) but with a straighter wall
and without over-painting. Similar dating to no. 39.
Beakers. Fig 8. Nos 41-48
41. LNVCCW. CR11,13,10/18/11,13,10 patches. Complete vessel (Fig 10 & 11). A
medium sized folded or indented beaker with six folded indentations around the
wall of the vessel with a curved rim and lacking decoration. The vessel is slightly
squashed towards one side of its rim as if it has been stacked in the kiln when the
clay has been pliable – thus it may be that it was treated as a ‘second’ after firing.
Such vessels form one of the earliest ranges of products in local colour coated
wares and were produced from the late second and into the early fourth century
when they appear to decline. This example, of medium size, probably falls into
the period of the mid to late third century. The vessel is curious as it has two
circular impressions made by some form of ‘stamp’ (Fig 10) which is not
dissimilar to the sorts of stamps that one would expect to find on London Ware or
some of the London-Essex Stamped Wares (Rodwell 1978). What these marks
indicate is uncertain but the potter has clearly made the impressions very
deliberately.

Figure 10. Beaker 41 - detail of stamped marks
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Figure 11. Beaker no. 41

42. LNVGW. CR21/21/21. Rim and upper part of a folded or indented beaker in grey
ware. This small beaker with a curved rim is unusual in that such beakers are
rarely produced in grey ware but are found more commonly in colour coated
fabrics and finishes. The small size of the vessel suggests that it is early in the
development of this type of vessel with the general rule of thumb being that the
early forms are small, squat and globular and later develop into taller, larger and
more elongated vessel forms (see Perrin 1999, 93-4). It may be that this vessel
belongs to the production from the Stanground kilns, although even here the main
production of indented beakers was in LNVCCW (Dannell, et al.1993, 78-81). It
is possible that the fabric and form of the vessel represents an early stage of
development and that the vessel belongs to the middle of the 2nd century.
43. LNVCCW. CR12/6/12. A cornice rimmed beaker with the upper part of a band of
rouletting on the shoulder/body of the vessel. This seems to be one of the midrange beakers in terms of size and can be compared to examples from Stanground
dated to the late second or early third century (Howe, et al. 1982, Fig. 3. no. 33).
Two similar vessels come from Greenfield’s excavations at Chesterton which can
be dated to a similar period (Perrin 1999, Fig. 60, nos. 151-2).
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44. LNVCCW. CR12/6/12. A similar vessel to 43 (above) and of a similar date.
45. LNVCCW. CR9/3/7. Part of a beaker (hunt cup) with a hunting scene showing a
hound with a wide mouth and teeth, chasing a deer or stag (see Fig 8 no. 45 and
Fig 12). The vessel has a cornice rim and a line of barbotine dots running just
below the rim. The animals appear to be appliqué additions onto the vessel. The
general range of dates given for hunt cups is from the late second to the late third
centuries and this vessel clearly falls into the middle of this range (Perrin Fig. 60,
Nos 132-140). The mouth of the chasing hound is depicted as being particularly
vicious and more stylised than on other similar vessels such as the cup from
Stonea (Johns 1996, Fig. 176, 12) and the vessel from Orton Hall Farm, Orton
Longueville (Perrin 1996, Fig 91. no 273).

Figure 12. Beaker 45
46. LNVGW. CR22/21/22. A plain rimmed beaker with a globular body and a
pedestal style foot (Fig 13). The shoulder of the vessel has a double ridged set of
grooves whilst the rounded body of the vessel has an appliqué vine leaf scroll
decoration with trailing barbotine lines which form the stems of the vine. The foot
ring has scored ridges. The fabric of the vessel is similar to some products from
Stanground which were analysed by Cooper (1989) and Storey (1988) who
showed that the finer clays were used for the specific potting of finer wares. None
of the Stanground vessels which have been published (Dannell et al. 1993) are
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exact parallels for the Stilton beaker but the turned foot ring is echoed in a
stamped ‘beaker like’ vessel from the site (Dannell at al. 1993, no. 146) and the
vessel may be one of the items produced in the repertoire of the potter
‘INDIXIVIXVS’ (Dannell 1973) who was producing imitation samian forms in
the period AD. 210-40. If there is a link here between a local Stanground potter
and the production of ‘imitation’ vessels which have instead of stamped
decoration, a vine scroll decoration on them, then this may further cement the
links between the kilns in the Nene valley, those at Colchester, and a tradition
which comes from the Rhineland (Dannell 1973, 140-1).

Figure 13. Beaker no. 46

47. LNVGW. CR19/18/19. A rounded rimmed beaker with a rim form not unlike
those illustrated from Stanground by Dannell et al. (1993 Fig 20 nos. 147-8) and
similar to 46 (above) in that it has vine leaf appliqué decoration finished with
barbotine trailing. A date in the early years of the third century would seem likely
on the same basis as suggested for 46 (above).
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Figure 14. Beaker no. 48
48. LNVGW. CR19/18/19. A similar vessel (Fig 14) to 47 (above) but with a cornice
rim. A similar date range to 46 & 47 (above) ought to apply.

Three vessels from the same context – possibly from a child’s burial?
Fig. 8, nos. 49-50 and Fig 15
49. LNVSCOW. CR10+18/18/10+18. A very small vessel, 44mm high, that is in the
form of a wide mouthed jar. The fabric is slightly sandy and corresponds to Fabric
7 from the Lynch Farm 2 fabric series (Upex forthcoming B).
50. LNVGW. CR 19/18/20. A small vessel, 78mm high, in the form of a tall jar. The
standard production of such jars is normally considered to be from the late second
and into the third century and there is no reason to think that this vessel is not
from the same date range.
51. LNVSCOW. CR19/26/18. A 60mm high vessel (tettine) that has an open rim and
a spout (part broken) on one side. Such vessels are normally considered to be
babies’ feeding bottles although the actual function of such vessels is still much
debated. Some authorities see the vessels as feeding bottles (Webster 1981)
although an alternative view is that they were used for filling lamps with oil (see
Dannell and Wild1987, 142; May 1916, 119. Plate L. no 73). A vessel described
within the catalogue for the Museum of London as a ‘feeding bottle’ has both a
handle and a well developed rim and is ascribed to the 1st - 2nd centuries (Museum
Accession Number 2800), while another similar vessel, also from the Museum of
London is dated to the 1st century (Museum Accession Number 2859). The Stilton
tettine is difficult to place chronologically but if its association with vessels 49 &
50 is secure, then there would be no reason to doubt that it was produced at some
point in the 2nd or third century.
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Figure 15. nos. 49-51

This group of three vessels, all found together, most probably form a group of
vessels accompanying a burial – and considering the inclusion of a child’s feeding
bottle, the burial could be that of a child. Small vessels such as those within this
collection are not within the normal repertoire of local Roman potters, although
use for cosmetic creams and powders may have been a possibility they are only
occasionally found on domestic sites (Stead and Rigby, 1986 Fig 129, no. 300 &
Fig 148, no. 627; Perrin 1996, Fig. 100. No 487). More commonly such small
vessels are associated with either burials or some form of ritual activity. For
example a site at Frensham (Surrey) produced 65 miniature pots along with
several hundred coins and part of a ‘sceptre handle’ and may have been associated
with a local temple (Bird, 2004, 159, Fig 78). The finder of the Stilton collection
did report that the vessels were associated with a grouping of stones which may
have formed some cist like feature in which a burial could have been contained.
However, the precise nature of the find spot remains unclear. The best indication
of a date range for the group, assuming that they do all come from a burial, is
provided by no. 50 which may suggest that the three vessels were concealed no
earlier than the middle to end of the third century- the actual burial could have
been made at any point after this provisional date.
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Figure 16. Vessels 52-63
Fragments of vessels from beakers, flasks or flaggons. Fig. 16. Nos. 52-3
52. LNVCCW. CR16/7/16. A sherd from the wall of a beaker of a small flask with a
trailed barbotine vine scroll decoration. The form of the decoration is similar to
vessels from Stanground (Dannell et al. 1993, Fig. 20. nos. 123-4 & 129) and
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appears on beakers from Chesterton (Perrin 1999, Fig. 61. No 181) where at both
sites a date is given within the range from the mid-late 2nd to 3rd centuries.
53. LNVCCW. CR17/6/8. The body of a flask or bottle. The vessel which is missing
the rim and foot has various scored decorative ridges interspaced with bands of
rouletting, some of which is particularly crude and applied to the vessel in
angular bands and not in parallel bands as would be the normal case with this
form of decoration. Between two of the rouletted and scored bands of decoration
over painting has been applied in a series of ‘S’ shaped strokes. Rouletting and
white over painting are both common decorative forms in the later Roman period
and parallels are found at Stibbington (Perrin 2008, Fig. 28. No 182) on a two
handled vessel dated to the fourth century. A similar vessel, comes from a sealed
deposit dated to the fourth century at Barnwell (Upex, forthcoming A, no 45).
54. LNVCCW (?) CR9/9/9. A body sherd of a flask or flagon in a crisp, hard fired
fabric with a white barbotine decoration of dots and scrolls. The fabric is similar
to Fabric 7 from Bretton (Upex 2011a). Such vessels are again, like 53 (above)
typical of a production period in the late fourth century.
Flagons. Fig. 16. Nos. 55-58.
55. LNVCWW. CR26/26/26. A complete flagon with a pinched neck standing 30cm
high (Figs. 17 & 18). The vessel shows some signs of sooting or burning which
have left dark blue/grey staining on the body of the vessel. Flagons do not appear
in the local range of products much before the late second century, although the
mid second century kiln at Sulehay did contain a single vessel – although this my
have been from a later disturbed context (Hadman and Upex 1975). Vessels with
pinched necks and wide spouts are common in colour coated fabrics and cream
wares (Perrin 1999, Fig. 62 nos 192-4) and normally date from the early to the
mid third century (see also Dannell et al. 1993. Fig14. nos 1-2).

Figure 17. Flagon no. 55
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Figure 18. Detail of flagon no. 55
56. LNVCWW. CR26/26/26. The neck of a flagon with a narrow opening. Probably
of a similar date to 55 (above) (see Dannell 1993, Fig.14. no 3).
57. LNVCCW. CR10/6/10. The neck of a flagon with a pronounced flange below the
rim (similar to Dannell et al. 1993, Fig. 15. no 32: see also Cameron 199, Fig 152,
no. 21.2). Similar date to 55 & 56 (above).
58. LNVCCW. CR12/26/12. A fragment of a neck of a narrow necked flagon, which
is missing both the rim and the handle. Such colour coated flagons appear late
within the production of local kilns and were found at Sibbington in late fourth
century contexts (Perrin 2008, Fig 28. no 181).

Figure 19. Cheese press no. 59
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Cheese presses. Fig 16. Nos. 59-62
59. RSGW. CR10+11/18/10+11. A complete cheese press with a central flat topped
area surrounded by two concentric ridges (Fig. 19). The concentric spaces
between these ridges and the central flat topped area have a series of pierced holes
made when the clay was wet – these form a cross at the bottom of the vessel.
60. RSGW. CR 9/19/9. Part of the flat plate of a cheese press (Fig. 20) with two inner
and one outer ridge surviving and with large (8mm) holes neatly pierced through
prior to firing.
61. LNVGW. CR22/18/22. Part of the flat plate of a cheese press (Fig. 20) with two
ridges surviving and small holes (2mm) pierced through prior to firing.
62. LNVCWW. CR6/18/6. Part of a cheese press (Fig. 20) with two ridges and a
central rounded topped area – but with no sign of any holes through the plate.

Figure 20. Cheese presses nos. 60-62
Cheese presses are a common feature of pottery assemblages from the Lower Nene
valley. They first appear during the military period of occupation at Longthorpe
(Dannell and Wild 1987, Fig. 41, nos. 65-67) although appear absent at these periods
at Lynch Farm 2 (Upex, forthcoming). However, the Lynch Farm 2 assemblage does
show that their rise to popularity reached a height on domestic sites within the area
during the late third century and continued until the end of Roman occupation (Upex
forthcoming. Table10). The three examples from Stilton are all difficult to date
precisely due to the lack of any research into possible typological developments.
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However, the examples in LNVGW (no. 61) and LNVCWW (no. 62) are probably no
earlier than the late second or early third century, while the examples in RSGW are an
uncommon fabric type for this form of vessel and are thus more difficult to date other than to say that the complete vessel (no. 59) may represent a variation of a form
of pie dish (see 30-31 above) that would not be out of place in the third or fourth
centuries.
The complete vessel (no. 59) could be used for placing part processed milk,
contained in a cloth of some kind, to drain and thus allow the solids within the milk to
coagulate. Perhaps an alternative would have been to place a woven mat of straw,
cloth or some other material onto this ridged surface onto which would be emptied
the part processed milk - the mat, supported on the underlying ridges would help
drain the liquids through and out of the holes in the base of the vessel. The other three
presses, which are of a different form, in that they consist simply of flat plate like
discs with ridges and holes, may have been used as inserts into other types of dish like
vessels. These plates could have been fitted into the bases of bowls or dishes (see
above) and used in the same way as the more purpose made vessels, like no. 59, with
the added advantage that they would contain the drained liquid under the plate like
insert. The liquid drained from vessel no. 59 would not be contained and presumably
would have run onto and over the shelf or area on which the vessel was placed.
As such these vessels represent the earliest indication of cheese making at
Stilton which is famed during the 18th century for its local cheese production.
London Ware bowl. Fig. 16. No. 63
63. LNVGW. CR21/20/21. A small sherd, probably from a bowl, of the so-called
‘London Ware’, but probably a local product (see Perrin 1980, 8-10) from the
Castor area and best dated to the second century.
Mortaria. Fig. , Nos. 21. 64-71
References to fabrics and types of vessels are those outlined by Hartley (1996, 199)
which form the best local description.
64. Fabric 5. A lower Nene valley product with a small pouring spout formed by
wiping a finger across the inner lip of the vessel. No trituration grit present. The
vessel is of Hartley Type 35 and is similar to one from Orton Hall Farm dated to
the period AD. 250-350, although the similarity of late fourth century products
from the Stibbington kilns may extend this date range into all of the fourth
century (Upex 2008a. 297)
65. Fabric 2. A vessel probably made in the area around Castor or Stibbington. Black
trituration grit typical of products from this area. The form is typical of the
products made at the Stibbington kilns in the fourth century (Upex 2009a).
66. Fabric 1. A small fragment of a vessel similar to Hartley Type M118 and dated to
the period AD. 200-250.
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Figure 21. Mortaria Nos 64-71
67. Fabric 2. Very hard with black ironstone trituration grit. A form that is difficult to
place at present and without parallel in the local published literature although it
may be a variation of vessels (Upex forthcoming, Fig 87, nos 155-6) that came
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from the excavations at Lynch Farm 2, which had simple flanged rims. If this is
the same potter who is making the Stilton example then a date in the late fourth
century would seem appropriate.
68. Fabric 3. Fragment in orange / terracotta fabric with a cream residue on the
surface with a simple out-turned pouring spout. From a production centre around
Castor or Stibbington. Late third or early fourth century.
69. OWW. Fabric 8. A vessel with a simple spout formed by moulding the wet clay
with a finger. Pink, rounded trituration grit. Oxfordshire imports are common on
Nene valley sites in the third and increasingly the fourth century and this mortaria
fits into this general pattern (see Young 1977).
70. OWW. Fabric 8. A rim sherd that is somewhat abraded but with some rounded
pink trituration grit typical of the Oxford production centre (see Young 1977).
Similar date to 69 (above).
71. Fabric 4. CR14/20/14. The rim of a vessel without any trituration grit but which is
heavy and with a typical mortaria rim form. The production centre is problematic
and it is either a locally made but extremely well fired product or from a kiln
centre yet to be identified. This latter suggestion could include the Oxford sites
where it could fall into Hartley’s Fabric 9 range (Hartley 1966, 199) or even be
from further afield and from a continental source (see Hartley 1999, Fabric 11).

Kiln Furniture
The Stilton collection also contains fragments of kiln bars from a pottery kiln(s). These
bars (Figure 22. nos. 1-5) vary in size, in terms of their cross sections, from 4cm to 2.5cm
and are all roughly square. There is no complete example that survives so the original
lengths of these objects is uncertain. They are made of coarse clay which has lots of
impurities within it, including vegetable matter, and have been moulded and left to dry on
a surface which also contained an element of vegetable matter – this may have been
simply a grassy surface. The impressions of this grass surface have been left on the kiln
bars as they have dried. As a group they match the kiln bars from Lynch Farm 2 which
were associated with a second century kiln (Upex forthcoming, plate 59). However, there
is no date comparison between the two sites and unless there were any future work
demonstrating a link between the surviving bars and their original kiln source (and its
products) their date remains uncertain. The kilns recorded by Wessex Archaeology
(2006) in the locality, may be a link with this collection but the growing impression is
that the fen edge to the south of Peterborough was an important sub-centre for pottery
production and formed
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Figure 22. Kiln bars

Figure 23. Kiln dome plates?
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a ‘southern kiln group’ of the main Nene valley production area (see Upex 2008, 89-99).
In addition to the kiln bars there were also quantities of coarse briquetage type
material which could have come either from part of the doming of a kiln(s) or from
some aspect of salt production. None of the fragments were particularly large (Figure 23,
nos. 1-2), most were abraded, and some did have a slight curvature to them. This
collection either relates to the kilns bars already described or the salt making, which on
the fen edge was a common practice. (see Upex 2008, 191-3)

Miscellaneous Items from the Collection
See Figures 24 & 25
1. A broken fragment of stone, which may be from a shale bed and not local to the
east midlands area, with a smoothed but broken aperture. The object may have
been a weight of some form although the smoothing around the remaining part of
the aperture is considerable and suggests that this is either deliberate or the
product of wear- perhaps from a rope passing through the opening, over time.
Date uncertain.
2. Clay spindle whorl, with a flattish base and slightly conical upper form. The type
is common on sites from the late prehistoric period to the medieval period,
although the fabric may suggest that this example is Roman.
3. Copper-alloy buckle with chip cut decoration and the remains of the iron pin over
a flat buckle plate. Medieval or later.
4. Fragment of glass with possible indications of a worn ‘marvered’ cold cut
decoration in blue and white. The fragment shows signs of having been warped by
heat and the fragment may represent scrap glass meant for re-melting (see Price,
1976, 110 -125).
5. Fragment of a medieval ‘crotal’ bell, with ‘scale’ decoration.
6. Worn Roman coin showing a radiate head and a winged victory on the reverse.
House of Constantine?
7. Worn Roman coin - House of Constantine.
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Figure 24. Objects 1-7

8. Clear glass bead. Probably Roman.
9. Blue Glass bead. Probably Roman
10. Bead apparently made out of a drilled piece of limestone? Possible Roman.

Figure 25. Beads 8-10

11. Clear, blown glass unguent bottle with turned out rim and a slight in-turning at the
waist just above the body of the bottle (see Fig. 26). A similar shaped vessel
comes from Fishbourne (Sussex) (Harden and Price, 1971, 357). Second –third
century.
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Figure 26
12. A fragment of Roman floor tile (Fig. 27.) in a sandy fabric with small 3-4mm
voids within its make up and with some fine shell inclusion. The tile has some
dark grey colouration to the breaks along its edges as if it has been burned after it
had been broken. The tile varies between 30-40mm thick. The underside has a
very uneven finish giving the impression that when still wet the tile was set out to
dry on an uneven earth (?) surface. The upper surface has been wiped smooth.
Onto this upper surface has been drawn, when the clay was still wet, an incised
drawing or sketch. This consists of a series of what may have been intended to be
leaves, above a series of (vertical) straight lines – which may represent other
plants or even grass? I vertical straight line to the right of these incisions may be
an attempt to put a frame or limit on the drawing itself. There are other small
fragments of roofing tile from the Stilton collection but these are in a much redder
fabric and more typical of Roman roofing tiles from elsewhere in the Nene valley.
This piece may be associated with the tile kiln part-excavated at Stilton during the
Time Team intervention (Wessex Archaeology 2006, 26).
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Figure 27. Roman floor tile with incised decoration

Querns and other stone objects
The collection of stone objects forms an interesting group of material which contains
typical late prehistoric and Roman querns, including a fragment of lava quern from north
Germany and a piece of Herefordshire Pudding Stone. Some of the querns have cuts to
their surfaces which suggest ryne seatings and suggests that these were mill stones rather
than rotary hand querns. The limestone fragment with a drill hole is curious and may
have been cut either as an unusual form of quern or as a flywheel to drive perhaps a
potters wheel and is similar to an example from Stibbington, Cambridgeshire.
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1. Part of the bottom stone from a mill or potter’s flywheel (?) which is 9cm thick at
its deepest point and cut from fine-grained limestone (Fig. 28). The upper surface
has a single, circular drilled hole in it. Its function as a mill stone is rather
uncertain as limestone is an uncommon choice for grinding and the other options
are that the stone acted as a flywheel, mounted on a potter’s wheel in the same
way as that outlined for the potter’s wheel and flywheel found at Stibbington
(Upex 2008, Illus 35 & 40). The Stibbington stone was in millstone grit and had
clearly been used initially as a grind stone but was later reused as a flywheel set
on a potter’s wheel. The stone had been later drilled with a series of holes, in a
similar way to this example from Stilton. These holes may have helped to balance
the spinning wheel in the same way that car wheels are balanced by the addition
of lead weights to their perimeters. A ‘millstone’ from Orton Hall Farm similarly
has a drilled hole in it that was filled with lead (Spain 1996, No 5) although there
is no mention within this report that the stone had been re-used as any form of
flywheel. A limestone ‘wheel’ was found at Stibbingtom which was 20cm in
diameter and may have been a small flywheel, but there were no drill holes in this
example (Upex 2008 Illus. 37). The Stilton stone remains problematic as to its
exact use and date although it is fairly certainly Roman.

Figure 28. Limestone flywheel or quern (?0 no. 1
2. Small fragment of millstone grit millwheel 14cm thick at its maximum and
probably from the Leicestershire grits. The upper surface has three lines which
represent dressing lines and the fragment is clearly part of a much larger stone
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that may have been set as part of a composite stone. Probably of medieval or post
medieval date.
3. The top stone of a beehive rotary quern in fine grained sandstone, with a central
hole and a hole drilled through the side to take a wooden handle for turning or
rotating. The underside of the quern is considerably worn and this wear has part
worn through and into the socket hole for the wooden handle (see Fig 29). Querns
of this type are found on local sites and date from an Iron Age tradition but their
use continues through into the Roman period.

Figure 29. The underside of a beehive rotary quern showing the central hole (top) and
the worn hole for the turning handle (bottom). No 3
4. A small fragment of lava hand quern (5cm thick at its maximum point) which still
retains the curvature for the central pivot hole and with the rectangular setting for
the rynd (Fig. 30). The stone also shows some striation on its dressed surface,
while the underside of the stone is uneven. Lava querns are not a common find on
Nene valley sites of the Roman period and are often associated with military
contexts. A lava stone quern was recovered for the military contexts at Lynch
Farm 2 where it was dated to the mid first century (Upex forthcoming Fig 73, no
6) and another set of stones come from the recently excavated and as yet
unpublished fort site at Water Newton, again from a mid first century context.
However, not all local contexts are confined to the first century. The 16 separate
entries for lava stones from the site at Stonea vary from the 2nd to the 7th centuries
and imply a long period of use – although their initial importation may have been
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within the military phase of the site (Jackson and Humphreys 1996, 19-23). The
source of the stone is probably from Niedermendig (north Germany).

Figure 30. Fragment of lava quern. No. 4
5. Part of a 4-5cm thick fragment of Derbyshire millstone grit (Figure 31) which has
part of the central curvature of the millstone surviving. There is no indication of
any dressing to either of the surfaces although there is a vague indication of
circular wear on the stone . Roman.

Figure 31. Quern fragment No. 5
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6. Fragment of the upper stone from a hand quern made from Hertforshire Pudding
Stone (Figure 32). The fragment is 25cn deep at its maximum with a curved upper
surface and a flat grinding surface which is that shown in Figure 32. Querns from
this quarry source are rare finds on Nene valley sites with the main distribution
centred on the Hertfordshire area (Green 2011). Roman.

Figure 32. Fragment of a Hertfordshire Puddingstone quern, showing the lower grinding
surface. No 6
7. Fragment of quern stone 4.5cm thick at its maximum in Derbyshire grit, with peck
marks to both surfaces- the upper grinding surface having the freshest dressing
marks. Roman
8. Fragment of quern stone in Leicestershire grit 6.5cm thick at its maximum. The
piece is badly damaged but does retain part of the central hole and has a smoothed
lower grinding surface.
9. Fragment of a fine grained, sandstone quern or mill. The lower, grinding surface
is smooth whilst the upper surface is badly damaged but does retain part of the
outer circumference edge and a neat straight cut which may represent part of the
rynd setting for the stone. Probably Roman.
10. Fine grained, sandstone object some 20cm in diameter and with a thickness of
4cms which has a central hole which shows considerable wear (Fig. 33). The
function and date of this object remain uncertain.
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Figure 33. Sandstone object of unknown use and date. No. 10
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